
PERFORMANCE HANDICAP RACING 

FLEET REGULATIONS 

Performance Handicapping 
PHRF stands for Performance Handicap Racing Fleet, and 

it describes a group of sailboats of varying performance 

characteristics that are handicapped for racing on the basis of 

observed performance, rather than the measured dimensions. 

It is the purpose of the PHRF system to handicap yachts of 

various classes or types on the basis of the potential speed of 

a well-sailed, well-maintained, and well-equipped specimen 

of each type. It is not the purpose of the PHRF system to 

handicap skippers and crews. Where sailing skill (or lack of 

it) is the cause of one's finishing place, neither will winning 

lead to a faster rating nor losing to a slower one. 

PHRF certification is open to any single-hulled, self-righting 

boat of any age, and almost any description. Boats that are 

not self-righting may be handicapped at the committee's 

discretion. The goal is to provide fair and equitable racing 

for as many boats as pos-sible. In cases where a boat is of so 

radical a design that any rating assigned to it would impair 

the rating balance of the fleet as a whole, a handicap rating 

may be refused. 

PHRF handicaps are assigned by the PHRF Committee, a 

subcommittee of the Handicap Racing Committee of the 

YRA of LIS. The PHRF Committee usually meets on the 

second Thursday of each month throughout the year for 

the purpose of assigning new ratings, reviewing old ones, 

drafting or revising regulations, and transacting any other 

business before it. This meeting is held at Larchmont YC at 

2000 hrs. 

PHRF Procedures 
PHRF ratings are available to PHRF members of the YRA 

of LIS upon submitting an application via the YRA ofLIS 

website (www.yralis.org). Guest certificates are also available 

at a reduced price for boats from out of the YRALIS area 

and are only valid for the event entered (Block Island Race 

Week and Around Long Island regattas). The application 

will then be assigned to one of the Committee members 

(or "handicappers"). If the boat is one of a standard class 

or type, to which a "base rating" has already been as-

signed, the handicapper will assign that rating, adjusted 

where necessary for differences in sail area, propeller type, 

spinnaker pole length, crew weight declaration, etc., provided 

that such differences are within the range of the "standard 

modifications" as described below. Once it is completed, 

you will receive an automated e-mail, notifying you that you 

can download or print a copy of your certificate off the YRA 

website. 

If the boat is one of a standard class or type to which no 

base rating has yet been assigned, or if the differences from 
the standard version are beyond the scope of the standard 

modifications, or if the boat is the only one of its kind, the 

handicapper will present the application to the entire PHRF 

Committee at its next regularly scheduled meeting, and the 

rating will be assigned by that group as a whole. Members or 

guests submitting an application that requires a handicapper 
or committee review, and where an imminent regatta requires 

the applicant to have a rating before the Committee's next 

regularly scheduled meeting, must complete all certificate 

fields and address the handicapper's inquires at least one 

week prior to the regatta. Assuming that all the data has 

been provided by the member/guest, any handicapper is 

empowered, but not obliged, to issue a provisional rating, 
which is valid for all purposes until the next meeting. At that 

meeting, the provisional rating will be reviewed and either 

accepted as is or altered as the Committee may decide. 

It must be recognized that no system of handicapping will 

adequately rate all types of boats on all points of sail and in 

all wind and sea conditions. It is the aim of this committee to 
assign ratings for conditions prevailing on Long Island Sound. 

Rating Review 
There is no such thing as a "final" PHRF rating. Any rating 
may be reviewed and challenged in either direction at 

any meeting without notice to the skipper. Whenever the 

Committee is satisfied, on the basis of observed performance, 

that the rating of a particular boat or type of boat does not 

fairly reflect the speed potential of that boat or type, it will 

make whatever changes in the rating it finds to be fair. 

Changes to ratings that have been long established are seldom 
made. In the case of more recently rated boats, particularly 

where little data was available when the rating was first 

assigned, changes are more likely as experience accumulates. 

Any PHRF member can obtain a review of any yacht's 

rating by writing to any member of the Committee. The 
letter will be more effective if it sets forth details of a boat's 

performance relative to another boat on various points of sail 

and in various wind speeds. Information of this kind is more 
useful than race results, because race results are influenced 

by factors in addition to boat speed. The Committee will 

consider every such application at a subsequent meeting. 

In addition, the Committee may itself initiate a review of a 
rating whenever it considers such action warranted. 

Any member who considers that he has not been fairly and 
reasonably treated by the Committee may bring his complaint 

before the Executive Committee of the YRA ofLIS. 
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